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Over the years, manufacturing companies have invested millions of 
dollars on multiple technologies and software tools for their 
engineering departments, in order to realize productivity gains and 
stay ahead of the competition. Unfortunately, in most cases there is 
little or no interaction between various tools deployed for automation 
of various engineering and business functions, thus creating process 
and workflow related challenges. Additionally, maintenance and 
upgrade of IT applications aggravates the challenges further in term of 
costs overheads.  

Manufacturing companies are functioning in a globally competitive 
landscape that demands constant innovation. In order to overcome the 
challenges, manufacturing organizations have realized a dire need on 
more knowledge sharing and collaboration, so that entire organization 
can collectively contribute towards innovation activities.  

Univedant has developed a customizable Knowledge Management 
Solution, UniKMS™ that leverages existing investments and delivers a 
cutting edge Knowledge Management System (KMS) for the entire 
organization.  

According to Girish Vedpathak, CEO & President of Univedant, 
“Knowledge Management Systems are not a one-size-fits-all solution 
as client specific customization is required to capture the user 
preferences, workflows and the business dynamics of an organization. 
We are confident that UniKMS™ will help clients expand on existing 
knowledge base and collaborate on a real-time basis towards 
knowledge sharing and continuous innovation of products”. 

UniKMS™ helps manufacturing companies build knowledge base, 
facilitates real-time collaboration and leverages existing IT 
investments. This in turn helps companies develop and implement 
innovative ideas right from product conceptualization to production, 
and retain the long-term sustainability of core in-house expertise. 

About Univedant Corporation 
Univedant is a member of multiple technology and manufacturing 
forums and active participant in industry events across the globe. 
Univedant offers comprehensive suite of solutions and services in 
Mechanical Engineering and Information Technology space specially 
geared towards manufacturing industry. 
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